
Barchuk Volodymyr. The morphological level of representation 

of taxis. The article deals with the theoretical aspects of the verb morphology. 

On the base of conception of the grammar super-category of temporality, 

which includes the structural categories of interval, tense and taxis; the taxis 

representatives on the morphological level are defined; and the status and 

functional potential of the verb grammemes are determined. The participle 

is the central form of the verb grammeme as a morphological grammeme of 

taxis with the generalized meaning of sequence co-taxis. The finite verb and 

predicative as morphological forms have the features of the taxis predicate. 

Key words: temporality, interval, tense, taxis, finite verb, participle, 

predicative. 

 

Hirnyak Svitlana. Texts of anthems by I. Hulashevych, P. Chu-

bynskyi, I .Franko as sociolect models of Ukrainian intelligentsia of 

the second half of the 19TH century. In the article we characterise 

ideological thematic content and artistic expressive means and linguistic 

peculiarities of Ukrainian anthems: that by a Galician moscvophile 

I. Hulashevych «Peace be with you, brethren» (1848) which was popular 

in eastern Galicia up to the first decades of the twentieth century, by 

Central Ukainian P. Chubynskyi «Ukraine’s Glory and Freedom have not 

perished yet» (1862) which became the state symbol of Ukraine, by a 

Galician I. Franko «Eternal revolutionary» (1880). We consider the above 

mentioned texts to be the means of preserving the national identity of an 

individual and the society and their linguistic analysis will allow to trace 

the paradigm of the Ukrainian anthem as a genre of civic poetry. 

Key words: language, sociolect, intelligentsia, anthem, I. Hulashevych, 

P. Chubynskyi, I. Franko. 

 

Hotsynets Iryna. Verbal image of Chernobyl in the poetry of Ivan 

Hnatiuk. The article deals with the problem of types, lexical valence and 

contextual associative-semantic relationships of nomination Chernobyl. The 

knowledge of its inner form and semantic-associative capacities, the 

establishment of key relationships between this main associate-archeseme 

and a number of objects of reality have been characterized, which it represents 



and with which it semantically correlates in Ivan Hnatiuk’s poetry. A 

systemic consideration of these aspects allows to state the individual norm 

of functional-and-semantic realization of concept Chernobyl in author’s 

idiostyle. 

Key words: associate-archeseme, associative-semantic subordination, 

associative-semantic relationships, metaphorization, negative axiologization, 

aradigmatic and syntagmatic relationships, process of determinologization, 

text contrast. 

 

Kotovych Vira. Galichina XIV century: principles of settlement 

nomination in Opillya and Boykivshchyna. The article analyzes the 

historical and ethnographic oikonyms of Galicia – Opillya and Boikiv-

shchyna, – first attested in historical documents of the 14
th

 century. Four 

groups of oikonyms have been scrutinized, including possessive archaic 

formation ending in -*jь, patronimic names of settlements in -ychi, possessive 

derivatives with suffix -iv and microtoponimic (apellative) oikonyms. It has 

been revealed that virtually all settlements first recorded in the 14
th

 century 

documents had been established and named much earlier – in the princely 

period. It is proved that in the late medieval period the toponymic system 

of Galicia had already been completed. 

Key words: Galicia, Opillya, Boikivschyna, oikonym, Slavic auto-

chthonous proper name, the principle of nomination. 

 

Ivanochko Кostyantyn. Accent peculiarities of suffixed imperfective 

verbals of the suffix-root accent type in the southwestern dialect of the 

Ukrainian language. The article analyzes the accent features suffixed verbals 

of the ninth structural class (with thematic suffix -y-), characterized by 

procedural, and partly by sound, iterative semantics and by imperfective 

grammeme. Most of them semantically, morphologically and accentually are 

rooted in ur-Slavonic community. They show paroxytonic accentuation in 

present tense forms. The first person singular present tense accentuation of 

the Boyko and Transcarpathian dialects correlates with that of the southern 

dialects, with variants of the Ukrainian literary language, and the modern 

language – by flexion accentuation. 



Key words: accentuation, аccent type, accent paradigm, paroxytonic 

emphasis. 

 

Lehka Lesya. Semantic differentiation by accentuation of infinitive 

verb forms in Lesya Ukrainka’s poetic speech. Тhe article deals with the 

lexical-semantic function of stress in the infinitive forms of verbs with 

suffixes -ува-, -а- (-я-), -и- in Lesya Ukrainka’s poetry. The analyzed 

verbs belong to different accent types. It has been found out that the stress 

performs its semantic function by changing its place. The semantic diffe-

rentiation by means of stress has been observed in the infinitive forms of 

both perfective and imperfective aspects. 

Кеу words: stress, semantic differentiation, verbs. 

 

Ohar Anna. Verbalization of the concept word (based on the 

novel by Raisa Ivanchenko «The poison for the princess»). The article 

tells about the structure, content and semantic verbal expression of the 

concept word in the novel material by Raisa Ivanchenko «The poison for 

the princess». The fiction text under analysis, in addition to its components 

fixed in the thesaurus, represents such elements which equal the word with 

other essences – with the soul, spirit, conscience, memory; the inner world 

of a person, a kin, and a people; and reflects the intersection of the concept 

with ethical categories of good – evil, right – wrong, friendly – alien. 

Key words: concept, key concept, component of the concept, concept 

representative/verbalizer, epithet, moral and ethical opposition. 

 

Paten Iryna. The somatic component of phraseological units with 

the meaning of displacement (in the Ukrainian, Polish and English 

languages). The article presents the minimal units of phraseology with 

somatic component of Ukrainian, Polish and English languages in semantic 

and ethno-culturological aspects; the universal and the unique in the semantics 

of these units has been clarified; the terms «somatism» and «somatic» are 

introduced; the common and distinct somatism component in the studied 

languages are established. 

Key words: phraseological unit, somatism, somatic, parts of the human 

body, semantics. 



 

Revchuk Tetyana. Functional peculiarities of the communicative 

support in modern English. The article provides the analysis of the 

communicative support in interpersonal communication. It is focused on 

the intention of the communicative support, its socio-linguistic, psychological 

linguistic, and cultural linguistic meaning. Functional characteristics of the 

analyzed phenomenon are also presented.  

Key words: communicative support, intention. 

 

Smerchko Anton. The principles of the ideographic characteristic 

of phraseological units. The article presents the parameters of an idiographic 

characteristic of stable collocations in three related languages (Ukrainian, 

Russian, and Polish) through the prism of the culture-bound and the universal 

in figurative-language models of the world. 

Key words: phraseological unit, a component symbol, image-

nominative model of the world ideogram, qualifier principle. 

 

Fil Halyna. Phraseological units of the Ukrainian language with 

botanical component symbols: the ethnonational aspect. The article 

analyses the group of Ukrainian’s phraseological units with botanical 

component in ethnonational aspect; it has been established that the system 

of symbols as structural components of collocations is heterogeneous; it 

has been noted that the verbal symbols in phraseological units reflect the 

uniqueness of the flora; and that the natural world presented in the Ukrainian 

collocations, is characterized both by its universality and national peculiarities 

of perception. 

Key words: phraseological units, collocation, symbol words, com-

ponent symbols, symbolic basis, context, structural components, symbolic 

meaning, verbal symbols. 

 

Shpyt Oksana. Pronouns of politeness in the Language of the 

16th and 17th centuries. In the article pronouns of politeness are analyzed 

on the basis of card index of «Dictionary of the Ukrainian language of 16th – 

first half of 17th century». The semantics of these pronouns is revealed, 

word-combinations of politeness formed by them are established. Concrete 



pronouns where analyzed for their polite function with regard to the genre 

and style of certain literary monuments of the 16th and 17th centuries. It is 

summarized, that most pronouns of politeness functioned in business 

correspondence collocations of the type your grace, their grace, etc. 

Key words: pronouns of politeness, history of language, semantic, 

linguistic etiquette. 

 

Schepanska Khrystyna. Subject-sensory basis of the verbal image 

of heart in the Ukrainian poetry of the 19th century. The main aspects 

of the verbal representation of the sensory basis of the language image of 

heart in the Ukrainian poetry of the 19th century are analyzed in the article. 

Conceptual-semantic organization of the «Perception» micro field in the 

structure of the analyzed image is found. Subject-sensory stimuli of the 

particular micro images forming are revealed. Nuclear and peripheral feelings 

in the image structure of the heart has been defined on pre-conceptual level 

Key words: subject-sensory image, language image (verbal image), 

micro field, lexico-semantic group. 

 

Yatskiv Roksolana. Linguistic and cultural aspects Biblical 

anthroponym Maria. In the article an attempt to consider the biblical 

anthroponyms in the linguistic and cultural aspects is made. It was found 

that a linguistic and cultural analysis of onyms in the Holy Scripture 

contributes to the study of the spiritual, national, cultural and mental values 

of the nation, reveals the organic interconnections of the language and 

culture. Tracing the process of Biblical anthroponym Maria entering the 

system of most common Ukrainian female personal names, the significance 

of the name as a most stable fact of culture and one of its most important 

principles has been proved. 

Key words: Bible, linguistic and cultural aspects, biblical onym, 

biblical anthroponym, Maria.  

 

Ayzenbart Lyubomyra. Cultural syncretism of concepts 

«Borderland» and «Kresy»: literary critisizm aspect. The concept of 

«borderland» as a cultural phenomenon as well as its etymology have been 



considered in the article. It has been determined that the term «borderland» 

is a universal category which represents layers of civilizations and cultures. 

The analysis of the concept «kresy» functioning has been made and the 

divergencies between this concept and the concept of «borderland» have 

been defined. 

Key words: border, kres, borderland, Ukrainian-Polish Borderland. 

 

Dydyk-Meush Hanna. The attributive and the genre (in the Lviv 

relic text of 1631). The article deals with the attributive phrases in one of 

the Ukrainian relic texts of the first half of the 17th century. We studied all 

of the attributive adjectives in the text and examined peculiarities of their 

combination with other words and their use in the poetic genre. We conclude 

that the attributives are one of the linguistic means that allow preserving 

major «parameters» of cultural, mental, religious, and theological notions 

within a language for a longer period of time. 

Key words: attributive phrases, relic text of the Ukrainian language, 

poetic genre. 

 

Zubryts’kyi Mikhaylo. The Word As The Basis of God’s Wisdom 

in the Education of New Generations. The article deals with the 

phenomenon of the word as the manifestation of God’s highest wisdom in 

bringing up the growing generation. In particular, it goes about the 

chronotopy of the word as a fundamental notion of communication, 

worldview and outlook. In the article the creative function of the word as 

the narrator of God’s Providence in Ivan Franko’s creative works is stressed. 

Key words: God’s highest wisdom, chronotopy, worldview, outlook, 

creativity, narrator, national idea.  

 

Melnyk Oksana. The poetical features of the works Ukrainian 

romanticists in the comparative aspect of Slavic literatures. The article 

examines the essence of the typological dimensions and poetical features 

of Mykola Markevych's artistic manner as a representative of Ukrainian 

romanticism of the first half of the nineteenth century. The study involves 

the comparative method: the specific manifestation of defining characte-



ristics of this literary movement in the Ukrainian and other literatures of the 

Romanticism period are compared. It helped to understand deeper the 

general trends in the development of European and Ukrainian literary systems. 

Key words: Romanticism, evolution, typology, poetics, national culture. 

 

Fedurko Maria. The proper name in the novel by Victor 

Domontovych «Dr. Serafikus»: functions and varietiеs. The onomastic 

dimension of Victor Domontovych’s novel «Doctor Serafikus» is analyzed 

in the article. It is proved that anthroponyms – personal names of fictional 

characters and real people – politicians, scientists, artists play an important 

role in the novel. Ideonyms, urbonyms, ergonyms are also presented. Other 

groups of onyms are not so numerous. It is demonstrated that their stylistic 

function is vividly expressed in the text.  

Key words: proper name, onym, literary onomastics, literary text, 

stylistic function. 

 

Yavorska Oksana. Subject of memory and its narrative strategies 

in a the memoire literature. This article attempts at an analysis of possible 

narrative memory strategies in the autobiographical writings; the author 

focuses in particular on the dependence of narration on the memory subject, 

his worldview and identity-creating processes which enable presentation of 

the mnemonic experience.  

Key words: memoires, memory, subject of memory, narrator, narrative 

memory strategies. 

 

 


